Loggers Meet P.L.C. Tomorrow in First Game of 31st Season

Kickoff of Important Night Contest Scheduled For 7:30; Gladiators Have Advantage with Long Line and Longer Practice

By MIL WOODY

A new era in the history of the logging football football has been opened Saturday evening under the flood lights of the Stadium at the University of Washington, which is to be known as the Big Four提起

The game between the Woodruff and the University of Washington is the first to be played in this city, and the first to be played on this field in this city.

With only a week of practice,

Regular Classes

Monday

President's Message

We are glad to welcome the young people who have enrolled in C. S. P. We do so in the belief that they see in this college an opportunity for development.

We have chosen this better part. So must you make choices every day and every moment. Unlimited experience and possibility occasioned demands a demand for action. You decide, or you decide not to decide.
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Every student who has plans to college this fall, we’re going to take a look at your work and give you some suggestions for improvement.
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